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Notice to Advertisers: The Competition and Consumer Act came
into force on 19 April 2011. Certain provisions of the Act relating
to consumer protection place a heavy burden upon advertisers,
advertising agents and the publishers of advertisements. In view
of the obvious impossibility of our ensuring that advertisements
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themselves need to ensure that the provisions of the Act are
strictly complied with. Advertisers are warned that it is their
responsibility to be able to substantiate any statements or claims
made in advertisements. In cases of doubt, advertisers are asked
to seek legal advice before submitting advertising material.
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NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
At this time of the year when renewals are coming in, it's great to see the significant member retention we have. We are so
pleased that members want to 'stay', want to continue to support all the things we do around this breed, and that we are a
strong community made up of people with so many varied and different reasons to be involved with fabulous dogs. Thank
you for your membership support, and the overwhelming strong commitment to our welfare efforts.

We've had a pretty busy time with rehomes over the past weeks. Rehoming is emotional, and difficult for most owners. It's
sometimes emotional for those who take on dogs, and even for those of us who are really only 'middle men'. Jack's story is
a sad one. It's in this issue. But it's also a great story - one of being able to relieve a person of their worry and concern about
their much loved companion, and to find that deserving senior dog a wonderful loving new home. Thank you Jenny for what
you did for Jack.
We have rehomed ...well, I think I've lost count really of which came after our last issue. Probably five or six dogs? Ranging
in age from 10 months through to Jack's 12 years. Sadly we are seeing more and more dogs needing rehoming who have
been bred by unregistered breeders. As unregistered breeders don't care enough about the breed to register their puppies,
it's not surprising really that they either don't care enough to support owners, or that the owners don't feel those unregistered
breeders care enough to be bothered contacting them when they need help or to rehome their dogs.
I guess we have to wonder why people would choose to go to unregistered - or even those commercially driven 'pop up'
breeders, unknown to the general breed community, and who would appear to be here only for the popular and lucrative
position of this breed currently. So - why do they?? Often it seems those breeders come in a little under the high price of
some registered breeders. Believe me, I think we are pricing this breed out of the hands of some responsible and dedicated
homes, and we are certainly creating a 'price point' for those less committed breeders to drop in and cream off a proportion
of the market at their "bargain" prices - still over $1500!! I know that a number of breeders have taken a personal stance of
not 'following the market price'. They feel that it is damaging to the breed to continue to follow the price creep... regardless of
what 'someone else' is charging, there surely is a 'fair' price, not necessarily an ever increasing market price. Please consider
what happens when breeders think 'well, so-and-so charges $xx, my dogs are as good as that...'. Think about the option
that there may be a 'fair market price' for reputable and committed breeders that may not necessarily be 'top market price'....
It seems too that sometimes these buyers also have trouble getting responses from breeders. If you don't have puppies,
then tell them that. Please, put together a 'standard' email response, and send it. I understand that it might be exhausting to
receive so many enquiries - that's just where we are at this point in time. Let people know, let them know that you don't plan
a litter for a while, pass them on to others... but please help in the effort to save them from these people who don't deserve
that patronage, and who add to our breed problems in so many ways.
We are also concerned about the potential for a new 'rescue market'. Some breeds are burdened by the problem of 'breed
rescue groups' or individuals who see the potential for money making, or possibly worse, an opportunity to find dogs to
add to their 'kennels'. These groups or individuals are not connected with established breed groups. When there recently
was worrying information that this might be emerging in our own breed, there was an instant united response from the
affiliated breed clubs. The Victorian, South Australian and NSW Hungarian Vizsla Clubs have become collectively responsible
for 'Vizsla Rescue Australia' - a Facebook page designed to direct struggling owners and prospective new owners to the
affiliated Clubs for assistance. We have also each started a state specific page, and engaged assistance from those in states
where no breed club exists. We hope this will enable people to quickly find our clubs and help responsibly support breed
rehoming and rescue. The pages are really in their infancy and need some tweaking to be appropriately representative and
'uniform', but we are all busy and will get to that. The important thing is that we are there. Thank you to those who have
helped, and it's great to know that all state clubs shared the vision of unity on this issue.
Back to other news - a fourth Supreme Champion for the breed - congratulations to Julie& Craig Wills and Belle, and a new
Dual Champion to Tracey Knox's stable, her third. Great achievements for the breed.
I'm extremely grateful for all of the contributions to the newsletter this issue - there are some fabulous articles from health
insurance info, a great article on the true hunting Vizsla, and a great inspirational 'travelogue' from Dolly Lombardo-Russ.
Thank you everyone!
And thank you to those who are coming along to Dogs
Lovers Show in August - we could do with a couple more
if you have some hours to spend that weekend. Contact
Ros, she'll be in touch soon with more info for those who
are coming along.
Our girls have been enjoying the advantages of a cold
winter - roaring fire, more time inside, warm jammies to
wear... They are a little sick and tired of the ducks who
come to invade though while they aren't on duty!
See you in spring,
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HVCNSW ANNUAL RATG 2015
Our third annual RATG trial - and it's becoming a very popular trial with gundog enthusiasts.
Narelle Vale handles most of the organisation of this event, ably assisted by a number of members - thanks Narelle. The photos
tell a great story. Congratulations to winners - both Flatcoat Retrievers, member Bill Frew with Gracie took out the Open award
and Kathy Cocks with Marco won Novice in their first ever RATG entry.
"What a perfect day for our RATG trial in May, after some rather heavy rain, the sun was out and temperature perfect.
We had wonderful entry numbers, 28 in all consisting of 9 Novice dogs and 19 Open dogs. Our judge, Lyn Elliott set a lovely
course, challenging and interesting. The grass was longer than usual on our grounds, but this only made it more interesting for
the dogs.
We saw only 1 pass in Novice, and 5 passes in Open, but saw some good work from dogs throughout the day.
Thanks you to everyone who joined us for competition
and lunch on the day."
We had some beautiful gundog lanyards as trophies for
first prize, superbly crafted in the UK by a Vizsla owner!
And feedback from our Novice winner, who had entered
her first ever RATG Hi Narelle,
I just wanted to thank the Committee for the really lovely
prize we were awarded on Sunday. The lanyard is beautiful
and I will wear it with pride as a reminder of Marco's and
my very first RATG trial. I also think that the sash is quite
impressive, thank you.
Terry and I really enjoyed our day at the trial and the
camaraderie was appreciated, as was the wonderful
lunch!
Thanks again,
Kathy

WHAT TO DO?
The Committee is facing a difficult problem. This year, with no Champ show date in October, we also cancelled our
Obedience Trial for the year.
We had hoped that perhaps in the future we may have been able to offer an innovative plan to combine with another
minority club who hold their trial on the same date, but this looks like it probably won't happen.
We are concerned about the viability of our obedience trial. We have struggled for some years now to gain enough
entries. Committee members enter dogs they don't normally trial, just to boost numbers. It is a lot of work for just a few
dogs. It costs us funds each year, which we don't recoup.
We think it is time to consider this issue. Is it time for us to discontinue our Obedience Trial? We just do not seem to have
the numbers. Yes, we could apply for a 'Restricted to Group' trial, but there is another gundog group on the same date.
It would still be a lot of work, at the end of the day following our Champ show.
We have such a rich history of obedience trialling in our breed, just look at that list of Dual Champions with Obedience
Champ titles! It's a very difficult decision for the committee.
We decided to ask our members what they think we should do... please contact one of more of the committee (see inside
cover for contact information) and tell us what you think.

HEALTH RESOURCE PAGE: www.vizsla.org.au
Important health facts and articles on health issues of importance updated regularly
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&RE-HOME UPDATE

RESCUE

This has been a busy period for rehomes. It's important to
get the 'right fit' for these dogs and sometimes it takes longer
than we hope, other times it's a perfect fit immediately.

Berkeley
11 month old
Berkeley, from
an unregistered
breeder,
was
advertised for
sale on an online
selling
site.
We contacted
the owner and
offered help we believe that
we can offer a
service not provided by such random selling sites. The ad had
been placed by the owner's son. His dad was in hospital, with
failing health and the family all felt a young Vizsla was not going to
get what he needed in the situation. They were concerned to find
the very best option and were grateful for the offer of assistance.
However their timeframe was urgent as the family wanted to be
available to support their father.
Carolyn and her family had rehomed a young female called Bailey
through the HVCNSW 12 years ago, and had been feeling her
loss. I contacted her and she immediately rang back, asking for
contact details so she could talk to the family. Within an hour, she
had decided to think on it for the night, and rang next morning
to organise Berkeley's transport to Melbourne. Her 9 & 11 year
old daughters have always had a Vizsla in their life, and everyone
from the girls through to Carolyn's dog trainer father are excitedly
awaiting Berkeley's imminent arrival.

≠

Mika
Mika! We have had so many false starts with her. I'm not sure
why, but we had interest from a lot of people who didn't follow
through with for one reason or another. Fortunately, her owner is
devoted to her and making sure she goes to the best possible
home. We had a brief trial for her, but she didn't mix well with the
resident dog. Mitchell will take her back any time - in a week, in
a year, whenever. He just wants her in the right home. I'm sure
we'll get there, and we think that she's a good girl really who just
needs the right home.
So, an experienced patient home is still needed at this point...
contact Ros.

Poppy & Dexter

We heard from Carolyn after a few days

Hi Ros,
He is starting to settle. Friday he arrived and poor thing he was
completely confused and unsettled. But he gets more relaxed
every day and is a real sweetie enjoying human and animal
company equally. Having been an outside dog he is a bit like a
bull in a china shop but we are working on that. The only slightly
concerning incident is that he spent most of Monday morning
barking, but Dad has installed a whole adventure playground in the
back garden for him and l have a friend walking him at lunch time
in addition to our morning and night walks. I also have a neighbour
listening out and she has reported that he only occasionally barks
now. So fingers crossed. It is lovely to have a dog in the house
and he is smart and very willing to please so confident that in no
time he will feel completely at home.
Cheers, Carolyn
We were very grateful that Berkeley's owners were prepared to
work with the club and that they were pleased to have been given
that assistance.
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The owner of these 6 year old littermates posted her story on
several Facebook Vizsla pages, including international sites.
We contacted her and offered our usual assistance. Jodie
had a new baby, and her partner had found it all too hard
and was no longer around. She needed to move to a smaller
more affordable place, and her priority was of course her
new child. She was heartbroken about having to rehome the
dogs, and her plan was for them to be rehomed together.
continued 
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RESCUE & RE-HOME UPDATE continued...
We talked about the pitfalls of that - not many people looking
to take two dogs, many people looking for older Vizslas already
have one, and are not hoping for three dogs. Two dogs rehomed
together tend to take much much longer to bond with their new
owners, and often never develop the relationship that one dog
will. We try to find the very best homes and it's limiting to be
looking for one that will take on two dogs.
Poppy and Dexter are both well behaved, well loved dogs. After
looking through our options for good homes, Jodie decided that it
would be a better decision to rehome Poppy & Dexter separately.
Lois had a wonderful home for Poppy - an older man desperate to
have a Vizsla to share his life again, and with great family support.
Peter's daughter in-law updated us

Hi Ros,
Things went very well. She is absolutely adorable and Peter loved
her at first sight. She is very much like their last Vizsla. Cassy
was also quite timid. In saying that, Poppy has made herself right
at home and her favorite spot is on the couch next to Pete. She
loves a run around out in the paddocks. A bonus is that the Grand
kids love her lots too and want to spend even more time there!
I see that as a lovely
bonus for Pete and Joan!
I will send you some
photos and more updates
on the weekend. Thanks
again for all your help.
I've spoken to Jodie lots
to reassure her that all
is well. I will keep her
posted with lots of photos
and we plan to catch up
with Lauren and Dex in
a couple of months. That
should be interesting!
Thanks again,
Nancy 
Dexter has gone to an experienced home with a Weimaraner girl
to keep him company and a highly recommended experienced
owner.
We also heard from Jodie -

Hi Ros,
Have been meaning to send you an email.
I cannot thank you enough for finding Lauren, Nancy and Peter.
I've had emails, messages, photos and videos of Pops and Dex
and they look like they're very happy which warms my heart and
made the whole process so much easier. They are lovely people
and I'm grateful for them! I'm so happy for Poppy and Dex, thank
you so much Ros. A thousand thank-yous!
Kind regards
Jodie and Ava :)
Poppy and Dexter flew to their new homes the same day as
Berkeley... Melbourne airport was busy with jet setting Vizslas on
that day!

Caspian
Caspian was another
more
complicated
rehome.
A
member
contacted us about
an acquaintance who
had mentioned on their
Facebook page that they
were seeking to rehome
their 5 year old Vizsla.
The member asked them
to contact the Club to
see how we could help.
The owner completed
the form and indicated
that the timing for rehoming was 'open ended'. We sent someone
to him, and they appeared to be a good fit - however, they had a
pre-planned month long overseas trip in the next weeks... They
went to meet Caspian, and things seemed ok. However, we then
had news of a Vizsla advertised on gumtree... Yep, Caspian. So we
contacted the owner, asked if there was a change - yes apparently
he needed to go ASAP. To cut a very long story short, he was taken
into a slightly unusual 'foster care' arrangement. Ruth Brooks kindly
agreed to take care of Caspian until the family return. If it doesn't
work out with them, he will be returned to the club via Ruth and we
will take full responsibility for his rehoming. He's a good boy, and
not too much bother and improving his skills with Ruth so we feel
that's not much of an issue. Our thanks to Ruth for going beyond
her normal goodwill. His new family are indeed lucky to be getting
a 'value added Caspian' on their return.

Vale Mannix
Mannix was a rehome in 2002. She was just 3½ and her family could
no longer give her what she needed following the addition of a new
partner and an impending baby arrival. She was no longer allowed
in the house and was not
getting what she needed.
Karen and her family lived
on a property north west
of Sydney and were happy
to adopt her.
Recently, her adopting
mum contacted me to
say that they had lost
Mannix after 10 years
and they have missed her
immensely, and were now
ready to add another lovely
Vizsla to their family. She
told me what a wonderful
dog she'd been, and sent
a photo of her girls with
their beloved Mannix.

continued 
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RESCUE & RE-HOME UPDATE continued...
Jack

I just cannot believe this. I had so much caring and loving ready to
give him and now he is gone. Even though I only had him for such
a short time I am going to miss him ever so much with his beautiful
grey face watching my every move. There was just something very
special about him. Larni also seems to be missing him as she is
whining a lot and keeps checking around for him.
Kind regards, Jenny.
We couldn't believe it either Jenny. There aren't really words to
thank you, or to say how unfair this was.
Peter expressed his gratitude when he heard the news. He didn't
feel that Jenny had let him down at all. He felt that Jack had been
a lucky boy to be cared for so well, however briefly.

Dear Ros and Jenny,

Jack kind of broke our hearts in the end. He was a 12 year old
desexed boy, mentioned in our previous newsletter. His owner
Peter has debilitating and progressive health issues requiring him
to move from small acreage to unit accommodation.
We have marvellous members. (Have I told you that before?) We
had a lot of interest in Jack after our last newsletter, including
TWO offers to take him from WA if necessary. It wasn't, but thank
you.
Jenny also saw his information in our newsletter - she'd previously
adopted Larny, another senior who had been unclaimed in a
shelter in Queensland. Jenny contacted Ros and said she'd be
happy to take care of Jack for his remaining years. We worked
through this with Peter, and flew him to Sydney, where Jenny
picked him up after a 3 hour delay leaving Brisbane! He was a
bit thin, but fitted in well, and Larny loved him. So did Jenny - he
was a charming gentleman who quickly make his presence felt in
such a positive way.
He needed a little health stuff done - a couple of nasty 'old dog
teeth' needed to go, and so Jenny booked him into have that done.
Several days later, Jack took a turn for the worse. His kidneys
were struggling, and Jack was back at the vets to see what could
be done. Sadly, Jack lost his fight and was unable to come home
to Jenny and Larny again.
We were all devastated that a lovely dog who made such an
impression on Jenny was lost so quickly. She wrote to Ros just
after he'd gone.

Hi Ros,
Sadly dear Jack has died. I cannot phone you just yet but thought
I would email you to let you know.
8

No one has let me down, or Jack. Quite the contrary. Jack was
an elderly dog, who spent his entire life a happy dog whether it
was with me or you Jenny and we both thank you for that. In my
eyes, Jack wasn't given the opportunity to feel as though he was
abandoned. Call it selfish if you like but this was important to me.
Jack was loved and cared for until the end of his long and happy
life. Please don't feel sad or upset. It's people like yourselves who
make the world a much better place. Jenny, I'm certain Jack would
have loved you as you did him - I'm eternally grateful for that. No
one let me or Jack down Jenny. I said my goodbyes to Jack at
the airport that day, I was very upset and worried that I had let
him down in some way. I was comforted by the thought that he
was going to a caring and loving home, nothing has changed. I will
still be forever in your debt.
Lots of love to you both.
Pete xx
The HVCNSW has paid for all costs associated with Jack's
transportation and medical care from welfare funds. Jenny did
not ask for any of this, but the full committee was in agreement.
We feel senior rehomes need our support and we are fortunate to
have generously donated funds that allow us to do this. (Peter has
indicated that when his moves and finances are settled, he intends
to make a donation to cover Jack's transportation.) We don't
charge any fees for rehoming, and unless there are extenuating
circumstances such as very senior dogs, the costs incurred are
normally met by the new owners or other arrangements as made
between new and current owners. We believe that senior dogs
are different, that they need support of breed welfare in some
instances. It is the 'caring and loving' that Jenny speaks of that
is so difficult and important to find. Words can't express how
important that is, but I think we all understand it.

Zeeka
Zeeka is a 5 year old bitch who had been rehomed following
her breeding life by a regular unregistered Victorian breeder. Her
family felt that since their move to Queensland that their new
environment didn't really fit with Zeeka. Laura Adkins was aware
of Zeeka and put the owner in touch with an experienced Vizsla
owner who had lost their old dog. It has worked out very well, and
everyone is happy. Hopefully, this is the stable home that Zeeka
has been waiting for all her life.
continued 
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RESCUE & RE-HOME UPDATE continued...
Larni

Jazz

Kislany was not claimed when she ended up in a Queensland
pound in 2013. She was 10 years of age then. She was fostered
by Donna and then Ruth, and went to live with Jenny, who has
a soft spot for old Vizslas. She also took on Jack just recently,
whose story is above.

Four and a bit years ago, Jazz was in the RSPCA shelter, and
was rescued by the Club. We thought she was around 1 year of
age, and she learned a few manners with Ruth, and then found
a great home in Victoria, and celebrates her 'arrival day' as her
birthday each year.

Larni doesn't much like having her photo taken but recently Jenny
sent a photo so show how well she's doing. She looks like she's
in perfect condition! Thanks Jenny - we think the 'old Vizslas'
have been very lucky to end up in your care.

Well we have made another year and to estimations Jazz is now 5 years
of age.

Hi Ros and Ruth,

Last night we celebrated her birthday as you can see in the attached
photo.

Just as a review
I have attached a
photo of her at day 1
with us 4 years ago
(far right).

Wilbur
Wilbur went to his
new home late last
year. It always seems
like he's been there
forever when Cheryl
shares
photos
including this one of
him navigating his
way back to Canberra
from Dalgety.
Such a funny, sweet
boy.

Jazz is quite part of
the team, although
still reverts back to
places we do not
know when she sees
a broom or the hose.
It has been quite an
adventure and with
a lot of TLC she just
fits in very well.
Jazz is a dual
protector, loves to
run in the park and
make friends with
everyone who comes
to the house to stay
or visit. Now and
again we see her past apprehensions, however these are now becoming
very few and minor. One is never alone when Jazz is about. She seems
to be taking on many of Zac’s quiet and restful nature and they are the
best of friends.
Until next time,
Roy and Pamela.

continued 
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RESCUE & RE-HOME UPDATE continued...
Zippy & Roger
We've followed the story of Zippy from discarded to loved by Carmen and then felt the sadness when Carmen lost her battle with
cancer. Zippy will now live out his life loved by Carmen's good friends Carol & Paul, in the company of Roger. In her inimitable way,
Carmen provided for Zippy in her will. Part of that support for him was shared with the HVC NSW by Carol, in Carmen's name by
way of a significant donation to welfare. Following discussion with Carol, we have shared that donation with the Hungarian Vizsla
Club of Victoria, as both clubs were instrumental in bringing Zippy
& Carmen together. In addition to that generous contribution to
welfare, Carol has provided for the HVC NSW Easter champ show
'Best Veteran In Show' trophy to be sponsored annually in the
name of Carmen & Zippy for many years to come. Thanks Carol we are so pleased to see them honoured in this way.
Zippy's good mate Roger was also a rehome through the Club
and Carol sent a photo -

Hello again Ros.
Am attaching a photo taken yesterday (it was Roger's 10th
birthday) so you can see just how well our two re-homed lads are
getting on. Roger is the one with his head on Zippy's back. They
are such incredibly good friends. I sent the photo on to Carmen's
daughters and they were thrilled to see Zippy so content.
Kind regards,
Carol

Entries close Friday July 24, 2015

HUNGARIAN VIZSLA CLUB OF NSW Inc
(Affiliated with DogsNSW Inc)

17th ANNUAL TRACKING TRIAL
(Restricted to Gundog)

to be held Sunday August 9, 2015 at Bungonia

Judge:
Ms Ineke deWit (NSW)
Commences at 7am for 8am
Tracks available:
Sashes and certificates awarded for:
Entry Fees:
Catering:

Entries, accompanied by fees to:

TD, TDX, Track 7 & 8
Qualifying track 1-8
Members
$20
Non-members
$25
Breakfast, morning tea, lunch and coffee and tea as required
throughout the day will be provided for entrants and officials.
Non-exhibitors - $5
Trial Secretary
Narelle Vale
247 Dell Monte Place
COPACOBANA NSW 2251
Phone: 02 4383 6045

Interested spectators welcome - please call for details
10
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VALE
Ruger

13.05.2002 - 24.07.2015
Loved by many, but in particular Pen, Katy, Rico, Annabelle, Christoph, Scout & Ziggy
A thorough gentleman. All that a Vizsla can be. Surrendered by his owner to rescue, he had a
false start with a home that could no longer keep him due to no fault of Ruger.
Then his real life started. Pen adored him and he
her. He got to live out the remainder of his life on
a magnificent property, riding with the horses,
swimming in the dams, sleeping in a warm bed
and knowing love in abundance. He deserved a
lifetime with Pen.
Farewelled by his family and others whose life he
had touched. Thank you Ruger for reminding us
all how perfect a Vizsla can be. Pen said "He was
the sort of dog that when someone offers him to
you, you say 'Yes thanks, and I'll have ten more
just like him'."

VIZSLA VIEWS | MAY | JUN 15
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Many thanks to Brian Geach as our usual intrepid Wombat Hill reporter - once again we have a fine account of the Wombat
Hill tracking and gundog training weekend. This year it was full as a goog for participants, and sadly we had had to put people
on a 'reserve' list. Hopefully, we'll be able to fit everyone in next year. (Thanks to Brian Geach and Ruth Brooks for photos)
When I contribute the report on the Wombat Hill tracking and retrieving
weekend each year I’m usually at pains to mention each person and
their canine charges by name. Well until this year at least. This year we
had such a great roll up (with some participants making the trip from
interstate) that to mention all fourteen owners and seventeen dogs might
have tested the forbearance of our readers. Suffice to say so that the
weather was kind, the food and wine terrific and the company stimulating.
As in past years the more experienced among us gave freely of
their advice and guidance and were rewarded with some stellar
performances by the real stars of the weekend, our wonderful dogs,
who showed us at every turn (excuse the tracking pun), what clever
and noble creatures they are.
This year too, the weekend was expanded to
four nights which had the advantage of allowing
training continuity over the four days, resulting in
palpable improvements in both the abilities of the
handlers and their dogs.
It's a great weekend but if this year’s event is any
indicator, I’d get my name down early for next
year. And if my words do not convince, check
out the photos. Worth a thousand words as they
say!
Brian Geach
It was also great to hear feedback from Fiona - she and Anthony travelled from Victoria to join in and get some more input
to help Kelly on his way.
Kelly surprised Anthony and me with his tracking. He seemed to rise to
the occasion. I must say though, that the workshop was fantastic. We
met some lovely people. Narelle, Ruth, Sylvia and Melinda were first
class hosts. They all freely shared their knowledge and experiences.
I am so in awe of the HVCNSW and what they are able to achieve.
The Club's hard work, generosity and friendship is wonderful. Words
cannot express my appreciation.
Fiona

12
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Our 2016 calendar
covergirl is...
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FINAL CALL FOR THOSE CALENDAR PHOTOS! You need to send in your favourite photos of your Vizsla
for inclusion in next year's Hungarian Vizsla Club of NSW calendar - the very best Vizsla calendar in
the world!! Sissi & Jamie are ready to weave their magic and give us a fabulous fund raiser again!
You don't need to be a professional photographer - we want your photos of your Vizsla having fun
and doing whatever it is they love to do. Just make sure that the photos are:
 your photos or you have permission to use them;
 sharp, large, high quality images (no blurry, thumbnail sized photos please - we can't work miracles!);
 unedited and uncropped, and 'RAW' format images if possible;
 preferably dogs only, no humans;
 no show stacks.
C'mon - send them in to Ros and she'll pass them on. All photos need to be submitted by July 31st so...

get snapping!
VIZSLA VIEWS | MAY | JUN 15
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VALE
Belabartok Always Maxine

‘Max’
28.03.04 - 15.06.15
Max started her life in Sydney, was a puppy in Singapore for some time, then on to
Germany with Nicole & Jeorg, who have been club members ever since. We heard
from time to time of Max's cosmopolitan life. She liked to hunt with her dad in the
forests of Germany... Recently, we knew she wasn't so well, and heard from Nic &
Jeorg when they were in Australia to catch up with family.
"We were delighted - and sad - to see our beloved Max in the month of June and
August. Sad, because we had to let go of our girl on 15.06. She fell asleep peacefully
forever in our arms at the local vet. We buried her in the woods in which she hunted
with Jörg on the weekends. Ever since we are missing her dearly.
Last but not least we cannot thank you often enough, Melinda, for the wonderful work
you have done when Max was a puppy. You laid the foundation and Max turned into
the most loyal, loving and exciting dog one can think of. Attached is a picture of her
taken one month before she passed away. She was a joy (and a spoilt little brat) until
her very last hours."

14
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to our breed’s new Dual Champion

Dual Ch (T) Graebrook Magic Spell

‘
’
Terra

Whelped June 12, 2012
(Ch Belabartok Always Jethro CD TDX ET x Ch Graebrook Superstition)
Owned by Tracey Knox | Bred by Graebrook Kennels
Conformation Title 26.01.15 | TD Title 10.06.2013 | TDX Title 24.05.2014
Tracking Champion Title 09.05.2015 | Dual Champion Title 09.05.2015

HUNGARIAN VIZSLA DUAL CHAMPION ROLL
1984 Dual Ch Mindenday Zsa Zsa [Imp UK] [F] Warren & Kerry McKay, Qld
1987 Dual Ch Hanafor Vitez Tobias [F[

Warren & Kerry McKay, Qld

1989 Ch & FT Ch Hanafor Elszant Nandi

Donald Urquhart, Vic

1991 Dual Ch Hanafor Nyari Tama [F] UD

Ben & Marlene Rankin, Vic

1994 Dual Ch Weitwood Gold Nizmo [O]
Dual Ch Hanafor Royal Quest [F] UD
Dual Ch Hanafor Ashburton [O]

Anne Salisbury, NSW
Ben & Marlene Rankin, Vic
Anne Salisbury, NSW

1995 Dual Ch Hanafor Wychton Winston [O]

Anne Salisbury, NSW

1996 Dual Ch Hanafor Miss Wickford [O] **
Dual Ch Agasvari Draga Kincs [O]

Jo Carter, NSW
Phyl Berry, NSW

2000 Dual Ch [O] Hanafor Vari Arabella

Maryke Heemskerk, NSW

2001 Dual Ch [T] Hanafor Phyn Phillida CDX

Pat Starnovsky, NSW

2002 Dual Ch [O] Hanafor Huxley Murrell TD ** Anne Salisbury, NSW
Dual Ch [T] Hanafor Benbold Tamara CDX ** Kathryn Cisera, Vic
2003 Dual Ch [T] Eicol The Assassin CD ET
Dual Ch [T] Hubertus Touch Of Gold ET

Tracey Knox, NSW
Viviene Temple, Vic

2004 Dual Ch [F] Hubertus Easy Rider

Mark Huehn, Vic

2008 Dual Ch [T] Gyldan Trad Sirena
Dual Ch [T] Gamefinder Pyrotechnic
Dual Ch [T] Hubertus Sugar And Spice

Ruth Brooks, NSW
Sue Turner, NSW
Chris Lim, Vic

2009 Dual Ch [O] Vizamy Ebony TD
Dual Ch [T] Hubertus Glenfiddich ET
		

Judy Dunston, NSW
Shane Baker &
Agnes Pali, Vic

2010 Dual Ch [T] Belabartok Always Hattie CCD ET
Dual Ch [T] Kimlise Verdi Chardy
Dual Ch [T] Gamefinder Firebird CD JD
Dual Ch [Ag] Hanafor Rousel Vieri UG RRD
CDX ADM ADO JDM JDO SPDM GDM SDM RN

Tracey Knox, NSW
Narelle Vale, NSW
Sue Turner, NSW
Lara Sedgmen, ACT

2012 Dual Ch [T] Gamecall Bellbrook Georgiana
		
Dual Ch [T] Abbiestar Caisse Depargne RN
Dual Ch [T] Hanafor The Xtrovert
Dual Ch [T] Shotfall Breunor JD ET

Sylvia Staples &
Melinda Taylor, NSW
Jo Washington-King
Tracey Knox, NSW
Pat Hallam, NSW

2013 Dual Ch [T] Kooloomurt Conda Ari ET

Craig & Julie Wills

2015 Dual Ch [T] Graebrook Magic Spell

Tracey Knox, NSW

2005 Dual Ch [T] Hanafor Seint Edgar CDX ** Anne Salisbury, NSW
Dual Ch [T] Hanafor Rousel Papagena AD JD Ruth Brooks, NSW
2006 Dual Ch [O] Sagax Run For The Roses
Leeanne Trotter, Vic
Dual Ch [F] Hubertus Pannoniai Ekes (IID) Garry Ponzio &
NRD
Agnes Pali, Vic
Dual Ch [T] Wimballah Mr Shadowshift UD ** Chris Wittick, Vic
Dual Ch [T] Vizamy Topaz CDX
Jo Carter, NSW
VIZSLA VIEWS | MAY | JUN 15

** These dogs went on to become Triple Champions
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HUNGARIAN VIZSLA CLUB OF NSW Inc

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Annual General Meeting of the Hungarian Vizsla Club of NSW Inc
will be held at The Bill Spilstead Complex for Canine Affairs
44 Luddenham Road, Orchard Hills on

Tuesday 25th August 2015 at 7pm.
AGENDA
1. Members Present
2. Apologies
3. Minutes of the Annual General Meeting 2014
4. Committee Reports, including Treasurer’s Report/Statement of Income & Expenditure
5. Election of Office Bearers and Committee
6. Statement of Income and Expenditure
7. Appointment of Auditor
8. Special Business (notice required)
9. Close

NOMINATIONS FOR CLUB COMMITTEE & EXECUTIVE POSITIONS 2015-16
Nominations are invited for these positions to be elected at our Annual General Meeting 25th August, 2015.
POSITION

NOMINEE

NOMINATED BY

SIGNATURE

SIGNATURE OF NOMINEE

PRESIDENT

VICE-PRESIDENT

TREASURER

SECRETARY

COMMITTEE

COMMITTEE

COMMITTEE

Nominations MUST be received by 31st July, 2015.
Please ensure that you have the permission/signature of the person/s you are nominating then return the form to:
The Secretary, Melinda Taylor, 7 Romford Rd, Frenchs Forest NSW 2086 | Email: hvcnsw_secretary@vizsla.org.au
16
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VALE
Kimlise Jazzlass cd

‘Jazz’
13 years and 8 months
August 13, 2001 - April 23, 2015
If tears could form a stairway and memories a lane,
I'd walk right up to heaven and bring you back again.
A truly beautiful lady, much loved by Narelle and Graham Vale

VIZSLA VIEWS | MAY | JUN 15
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WA TRACKING WORKSHOP
While we don't have an affiliated breed club in WA, our 'social club' holds regular playdates and picnics, and this year we
decided to organise a tracking workshop and endurance trial workshop. The tracking workshop was held at Gnangara pine
plantation in June, with 7 Vizslas from 4 months old to a few years old attending as well as an honorary long-haired black &
white Vizsla. I think that while all the owners expected their dogs to enjoy tracking, most were surprised by how quickly the
dogs picked it up and how well they did. As usual, it was the owners that needed more training than the dogs! ;) TrackWest
were very welcoming and we hope that most of the group will be back either later this season or the next to represent the
breed in this fun sport. Next month... endurance!

18
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CONGRATULATIONS
to the breed’s new

Orzeszko

‘Belle’
Sup Ch Graebrook Shushienae ET
(Tri Ch [T&O] Hanafor Seint Edgar x Ch Graebrook Breaking Point)
Whelped March 19, 2010
Owned by Julie & Craig Wills | Bred by Lois & Cinnamon Clark, Graebrook Knls
Breed Champion Title September 2011 | ET Title July 2012
Grand Champion Title December 2012 | Supreme Champion Title July 2015
Career Achievements:
4 x Best in Show (Vizsla Specialty) | 2 x Runner Up Best in Show (Vizsla Specialty)
6 x Best In Group | 3 x Runner Up Best In Group
2 x Vizsla Specialty CC's
2 x Royal Show Best of Breed | 1 x Royal Show Runner Up Best of Breed
In addition, Belle is the dam of Conformation and Endurance titled Progeny

SUPREME CHAMPION ROLE OF HONOUR
Sup Ch Hanabrit Ponting The Way (Imp UK)
Sup Ch Hubertus Onthe Avenue
Sup Ch Graebrook Lord Ofscandal
VIZSLA VIEWS | MAY | JUN 15

Owned & bred by Fay Harris
Owned & bred by Agnes Pali
Owned & bred by Lois & Cinnamon Clark, Graebrook Kennels

2012
2013
2014
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HUNT POINT RETRIEVE - That's what a Vizsla does.
Thank you to David McNabb, who has had a number of Vizslas. He hunts. That's what Vizslas do too. I'm
grateful for this article which gives us some insight into the life of a Vizsla who is doing what the breed
was designed to do. He has also supplied some truly awesome photos of his youngest Vizsla Koda's
hunting experiences. Oh, and one of him helping in the office and also vigilantly guarding his family from
the cold by keeping a careful eye on the heating vent. Hunting dogs don't have to be housed outside the beauty of a Vizsla is that he's also a wonderful family companion. The true 'all rounder'.
The onset of autumn sees the change of season and a hugely exciting time of the year with hunters and
their canine companions spending time in the field hunting duck, quail and deer. Waterfowl seasons get
underway in three states of Australia and in New Zealand, with more waterfowl hunting later this year in the
Northern Territory, and the “Ducks on the Rice” program in New South Wales.
The months of May and June also sees quail hunting seasons get underway around Australia. These are arguably Australia’s
premier game bird for pointing breed of gun dogs such as our Hungarian Vizsla.
Whatever the views held by the reader on hunting, the longstanding cultural tradition of hunting game holds an important place in
the human ecology. In 2013 hunting contributed $439 million into the Victorian economy, and that doesn’t include the important
focus on conservation and management of habitat. Conservation and hunting work hand in glove.
Hunters also contribute to research, including the provision of blood samples from ducks for the Westmead Hospital study into
Ross River Virus.
Some context is now long overdue. OK, it’s acknowledged that not everyone is enamoured with hunting. My story includes
hunting and it’s a part of who I am, and what I do. And Vizslas are have been an important part of my hunting experiences. In fact,
more important than gathering game for the table.
My connection with Hungarian Vizslas started in 1994 and remains unbroken. I’ve been privileged to have enjoyed four generations
of Vizslas. We enjoy the company of Gamecall the Storie So Far, who joined our family in February, 2014.
The story of Vizslas in our family has provided us with an incredible learning experience over 20 years. We’ve met fabulous people
and travelled off the beaten track around Australia’s wonderful countryside. And during this time we’ve experienced the changing
circumstances which many face from developing careers, starting a young family, moving interstate regularly (overcoming rental
houses merely presented challenges which can be overcome with ingenuity.) The constant through all this has been a Vizsla, and
usually two.
Why Vizslas?
I started off looking at Weimaraners and GSPs as a hunting companion. I read about Vizslas in a magazine and was intrigued
by their history and looks. Coming across a photograph on the back cover of a gun dog magazine published for a brief time in
Australia piqued my interest. That photograph was a female Vizsla, on point in an incredibly intense pose as only Vizslas can do.
By coincidence I followed up an advert for a litter in the Sunday paper classifieds (a long time before internet searches) and the
dam of the litter turned out to be the female in the photograph. I was hooked. And had a pup in the litter select me!
I’ve been so fortunate in what hunting has provided, the experiences and people you meet. One from many includes Sylvia Cox,
when we connected at the 2004 show in Sydney over articles written on quail hunting in Australia.
What’s been interesting on reflection is the evolution of the hunting experience over time. The focus for me is now on the dogs,
rather than the harvest.
But can I say, teal roasted slowly with a sauce of maple syrup, BBQ sauce, apple cider vinegar and raw sugar makes the tastiest
pulled duck sliders. Just add some Asian ‘slaw!!
The team work of hunter and gun dog is an amazing partnership. Vizslas are well tuned to their human hunting partner.
What have I learned from V’s?
I’ve learned I have a lot to learn. I’ve been extremely fortunate to learn from gun dog handlers who have achieved incredible
results - like Triple Championships in confirmation, retrieving, and field. One GSP handler I spent a lot of time hunting and trialling
with introduced me to a philosophy that different breeds of dogs bring great diversity in hunting. In his words “it would be boring
if we all had the same breed.”
I’ve learned the hard way of the nuances of the Vizsla temperament, the frustrations of trialling, and my role in bringing the best
out of the “hunting team”.
I’ve also experienced the benefits of breeding programs which remain true to the breed standards. Conformation plus temperament
in a breed like the Vizsla were designed to retain the hunting attributes of this breed. This gives us that wonderful biddable
temperament, family orientation, adaptability to turn their nose to many different activities and disciplines with great success.
Good breeding programs allow people like me to step in and out every few years and see if a new Vizsla will be bothered to join
our family (I used to think I selected the Vizsla….I’ve since learned they select us.)
continued 
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HUNT POINT RETRIEVE

continued...

Now for Koda.
I was ready for another Vizsla to train and work in the field. 2014 brought the
opportunity to bring a new pup into our family, and after researching, arranged the
round trip from western Victoria to Canberra, and onto the beautiful town of Bermagui.
This introduced me to Rogan and Storie, sire and dam of the litter which included
Koda.
Koda was soon settled in at home and did all the usual puppy things… annoyed
the older dog, chewed the house, dug holes. And he bonded with our family, was
inquisitive and confident, needed cuddles, won hearts around the neighbourhood,
played with new friends he made at the park. And in our first camp for the hunting
season picked up some ducks with great confidence.
This year hunting has been a little different for me. Work kept me very involved in hunting, however with very little actual hunting
to participate in. Additionally, some parts of the state experienced drying conditions which meant less habitat. Koda has adapted
well, as well as becoming part of the office, he joined me on my professional duties at the opening weekend of the hunting season.
He loves to be with me even if it means being in the car travelling long distances. Fabulous temperament, great drive and power
on the move, showing the style which V’s are so well known for. And he’s started retrieving ducks to hand from land & water.
Since I started penning our story, we’ve enjoyed duck hunting in the SA Riverland. Here he took on
the tasks suited to a specialist retriever. The next weekend we travelled by small plane, then boat,
to an island in Bass Strait. Our trip was an adventure to hunt brown quail, introducing a young
dog to his craft as a bird dog. Within an hour Koda was pointing, head high taking in air scent,
bouncing up on the flush to watch the quail flush like pocket rockets. We had a fabulous three
days, learned a lot about each other, and I didn’t shoot a bird over him. There’s plenty of time with
a young dog in the early stages of his hunting career.
What’s next? We have our eye on preparing for some retrieving trials. This will need more regular
training, which means no more than half an hour several days of the week. And this weekend we’re
out looking for quail, those wonderful game birds which can turn a dog inside out with their tactics.
It’s something amazing to see a Vizsla quartering the paddock, using their natural instincts and
hundreds of years of breeding. Then locking up on point, matching wits with a truly wild game bird.
So here’s Koda, at work, at play, with our family…

We must never forget the heritage of our
breed. David is one of those lucky people
who is able to combine work and passion
- he is General Manager of Field & Game
Australia. His is also happy to help anyone
interested in working their Vizsla or finding
out more. 'I'm happy to link folks up with
reputable gun dog trainers in most states
through our contacts.' His email is david.mcnabb@fga.net.au - thanks David!
He also can be heard on radio 'talking
hunting and game food. It's podcast
through the Food Exchange. Got to
talk about collecting brown quail, duck,
working gundogs. I was starving after the
discussion!'
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VALE
Ch Noorooma Kiewa

‘Kiewa’
23.12.98 - 10.07.15
(Exetora Tarrawanna Boy x Hanafor Balloch Chase)
Loved and adored for 16 1/2 years by John, Sian & Annelise.
Annoyed every day by Vern, Malachy, Elsie, Maya, Leroy, Storie, Eley and Amity.
A beautiful little soul who always had a smile on her face.
Sweet dreams "Work Dog".
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My Excellent Adventure
by Dolly

Hello everyone! This is the story of my road trip to the HVCNSW 25th Anniversary Show. What an adventure!!
Before we started, the first
thing we had to do was swap
our little car for a bigger one
that could make the trip,
then build a car seat for me
so I could sit comfortably in
front as I get car sick in the
back.
We drove 10,009km over 32 days, visiting Vizsla family and friends, seeing lots of breathtaking scenery, and learning all
sorts of interesting things about this amazing country. Like...
In 1968, the Wheatbelt town of Meckering suffered an earthquake which measured 6.9 on the Richter Scale and
almost destroyed the town.
The Great Emu War of 1932 at Karalee Rocks. Emus vs men with machine guns. The
emus won!
Within a few years of being founded, Kalgoorlie had 93 pubs and 8 breweries for a
population of 30,000 people. Dad was impressed.
The 'Dog Fence' was built in the 1880s to protect the south-east corner of Australia
from Dingoes. It's over 5600km long, the longest fence in the world. It might have
been successful against Dingoes but I don't think it would have worked against
Vizslas. And it didn't taste very good.

The Dog Fence,
Eyre Highway

We were excited to reach the Nullarbor, and from there, the
Great Australian Bight. WOW. That was where I first started
paying attention to the scenery. WOW.
It was just the first of our great campsites. The sunsets, the
starry night skies, the sunrises, the peace and quiet and
room to explore were better than any caravan park with its
conveniences.
continued 

The Great Australian Bight Campsite (SA)

Eucla Campsite (WA)
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Point Brown Campsite (SA)

The Great Australian Bight Lookout

The Great Australian Bight Campsite (SA)

Currowan Creek Campsite (NSW)

Nullica River Campsite (NSW)

Eucla Campsite (WA)
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My Excellent Adventure continued...
After our tent was wrecked by strong winds and storms SA, we stopped
at Gladstone and stayed in Conyngham Cottage, a beautifully restored
C1900s cottage where I had a huuuuge backyard and was allowed
inside.
I loved the roadhouse breakfasts and we sampled all sorts of cakes,
muffins and doughnuts across Australia from little country bakeries
through to Krispy Kreme. Best eating spot was the Bright Brewery,
where they have a Doggy Designated Area overlooking the river and
very yummy burgers!

Conyngham Cottage (SA)

We saw and did lots of touristy stuff...
I saw my first kangaroo.
We drove along The Great Ocean Road, where The Bay of Islands
illustrated everything we had heard about Victoria - stormy one
minute then sunshiny the next. What a dramatic difference!

Bay of Islands, Great Ocean Road (VIC)

Widgiemooltha Roadhouse (WA)

Krispy Kreme (SA)

Bay of Islands, Great Ocean Road (VIC)

We visited Brighton Beach and the
beautiful bathing boxes.
Experienced a Melbourne traffic jam.
A giant beer can.
Sydney with its Harbour Bridge,
Opera House, Darling Harbour,
Bondi Beach, and The Gap.

Brighton Beach, Melbourne (VIC)

In Esperance, I met the statue of Sammy the Sea Lion
and played on the (not) pink salt lake, but I wasn't too sure
about the nail colour I ended up with.

Sydney (NSW)

Sydney (NSW)

Sydney (NSW)

Esperance (WA)

Pink Lake, Esperance (WA)

We got to visit with old and new friends...
My BFF, Fiona the Guide Dog, who moved to Melbourne last year and gave
us refuge from the storm and a real bed for the night.
My mum Posh, sister Rox, brother Dash, and Granny Barb and Grandpa
Chris.
Dad's family in Broken Hill where I was treated like a princess.
John, Zoe, Asha and Cloe who showed us around Albany and took me to
lots of parks, beaches and cafes.
continued 

Posh, Rox & me
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Dash

Fiona & me

Princess Dolly ;)

Asha, Cloe & me
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My Excellent Adventure continued...
And the scenery was supercalifragilisticexpialidocious (that means 'amazing'. I had to use a thesaurus to adequately
describe how beautiful this country is.)
The coastline is magnificent, from the Great Australian
Bight to the Great Ocean Road to the Sapphire Coast
with its brilliant beaches. Thanks to the Sedgmen and
Gamecall kids for their recommendations - best dog
beaches I've ever seen!

Twelve Apostles, Great Ocean Road (VIC)

Sapphire Coast (NSW)

Sapphire Coast (NSW)

Bega (NSW)

Sapphire Coast (NSW)

The Great Alpine Road is a spectacular drive but all the winding roads made me car sick and I also almost froze on
Mount Hotham when it dropped below zero overnight :(

Great Alpine Road (VIC)

Carsick on the Great Alpine Road (VIC)

Mount Kosciuszko Lookout,
Great Alpine Road (VIC)

The Mackenzie River
Rainforest Walk is an
awesome and educational
'dogs allowed' walk with so
many exciting new smells,
sights and sounds.

Mackenzie River Rainforest Walk (VIC)

Mackenzie River Rainforest Walk (VIC)

The drive through the
Blue Mountains is very pretty
but not much fun during the
Easter school holidays.

Finally, the main reason for our trip: the HVCNSW 25th Anniversary Show.
What a day! I had a brilliant time with my mum and brothers and sister, and
Granny Barb and Granny Fay, and I got to meet Ros, Wayne, Lily & Nina,
and Lara, Rogan & Dublin, and Karyn, Gabriel & Buzz, and so many other
Vizslas and people! It was my first show and we were just there for fun, so
Mum and Dad were very proud of me when I got a third place medal! The
HVCNSW did such a great job and it was a privilege to be a part of it.

Three Sisters Lookout,
Blue Mountains (VIC)

Granny Barb & me, HVCNSW Show

We would have loved to spend more time with Ros, Wayne, Lily & Nina, and gone to Canberra to see the sights with the
gorgeous Sedgmen boys, but it was time to head home. Thanks to everyone who made us feel so welcome and helped
us have such a great holiday.
While there were a lot of places that said 'no dogs', we were surprised by all the places that I could go once we left WA sometimes just by asking. We used the 'Wikicamps' app to help us find fantastic 'dogs allowed' campsites by beaches,
creeks, and council maintained sites across Australia and the 'HEMA Maps' app to navigate to them. HEMA Maps
download to your device and Wikicamps has the option to download information for each state so both can work even
when you're in the middle of the Nullarbor without a signal. Everyone should try a holiday with their Vizsla, whether it's
camping with a tent, staying at a beautiful cottage like Conyngham, a houseboat holiday, or just a day out with a winery
and truffle tour - on our to-do list for the next trip!
A note to Vizsla mums and dads: There are poisonous 1080 baits in use all around the country (usually
signposted) and of course snake danger in warm weather. Like all Vizslas, I love to go off exploring so
I was always either closely supervised, in my crate or in the car. Australia is a Vizsla coloured country
from coast to coast and we are perfectly camouflaged to get lost in the landscape.
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS
NOW DUE
There is a reminder renewal notice included with your
newsletter this month if our records show that you
have not yet renewed. If you are unsure of your current
status, please contact either Sylvia as Treasurer hvcnsw_treasurer@vizsla.org.au
and/or
Ruth
as
Membership Secretary - ruthbrooks@optusnet.com.au.
If you have decided not to renew, we'd like to thank you
for your support in the past.

NEW MEMBERS
Greg & Susan Dale

New South Wales

Rebecca Price

New South Wales

Victoria Town

DATE

EVENT

09.08.15

HVCNSW 17th Annual Tracking Trial
(see page 10)

14.08.15

Hungarian Vizslas - Brisbane Royal
Judge: Mr Alfredo Gomez (Columbia)

15-16.08.15 Sydney Dog Lovers Show
Royal Hall of Industries & Hordern Pavilion
25.08.15

HVCNSW Annual General Meeting
7pm, Bill Spilstead Complex, Amenities
Building, 44 Luddenham Road, Orchard Hills

22.09.15

Hungarian Vizslas - Melbourne Royal
Judge: Mr Rui Oliveira (Portugal)

30.09.15

Hungarian Vizslas - Perth Royal
Judge: Mr I Ishikawa (Japan)

27.10.15

HVCNSW General Meeting
7pm, Bill Spilstead Complex, Amenities
Building, 44 Luddenham Road, Orchard Hills

08.11.15

Uriarra Picnic

08.11.15

Colo River Picnic

06.12.15

WA Christmas Picnic

Australian Capital Territory

Welcome to the Club!
We hope you will be able to come to our shows or
functions or that you may wish to contribute to the club
or newsletter. Some of you have already enjoyed a taste
of our picnics - we hope you enjoyed the fun of multi
Vizsla energy! Please feel free to contact your committee
if they can be of any help, or if you have any questions.
Remember your breeder and your club are here to help
and give advice or, more often, simple reassurance!

NEW TITLES
Ciganyoz Once Upon a Time (ai) CD

Diana Lungren

Vizamy Honey Wood Mximus ADM JDM JDO GDX SPDM
SDM
Lara Sedgmen
Tanashka Vadosz Amber TD

Marg Moloney

Bokezu Te Poro Timeteo CDX

Magda Smyth

Dual Ch (T) Kimlise Nara CDX RA NRA ORA TSD
Narelle Vale
Sup Ch Graebrook Shushienae ET

Julie & Craig Wills

Congratulations to these members on your competitive
successes with your Vizsla.
If you would like a trophy/plaque from the HVCNSW
acknowledging the achievement, please send a copy of
the title certificate to Ros Leighton before October 1st each
year.
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DATES TO NOTE

DOGS ON SHOW
SYDNEY DOG LOVERS SHOW
Saturday 15th - Sunday 16th August 2015
The Committee has decided to make application to be
included in Sydney Dog Lovers Show in August. This will
be in place of our previous attendance at DogsNSW Dogs
On Show.
We will need some members to help us man the stand
for some part of two days in August. Well socialised, but
not perfect Vizslas required  We have a few members
who have generously offered to assist the Committee to
represent the breed on this day. We still need some more
if you are available. We can try to organise for half day
sessions if that suits you best.
Please contact Ros if you might be interested in being part
of this: rosleighton@bigpond.com • 02 4841 0282
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POINTSCORE COMPETITION RULES
Rozsda Catharina Memorial Trophy Rules
Sponsored by the HVCNSW Inc for the Best Show Dog and Best
Show Bitch in Australia
1. This competition is open to all Hungarian Vizslas living in Australia.

Seems that Dublin's linen napkin last issue may have
uncovered a secret Vizsla practice....
Georgia's 13 month old Dobos also has some great
dining manners  'Define the seating for lunch please?'
A few weeks later, Georgia showed me she'd been trying
to convince Dobos of her hunting heritage by pointing
out the ducks at Rose Bay... but she was also interested
in adding the peewees, seagulls, and pelicans to the
shopping list, as well as balls, sailing boats... oh, well,
perhaps back to silver service for her 

2. The winners will be the dog and bitch with the highest total from up to
ten (10) CC’s (Best in Group and Best of Breed wins not to count) between
1st July and 30th June each year.
3. Higher CC’s may replace lower ones as they are gained.
4. Results, giving date, show, judge, owner, dog’s name and CC points
awarded according to Vizslas of the same sex defeated are to reach the
Pointscore Keeper within one month of the show.
5. Best in Group & Best in Show wins will not count - only Vizslas of the
same sex defeated.
6. Best of Breed Challenge Certificate winners should supply a copy of
the marked catalogue or full results so that the number of Vizslas of the
same sex defeated can be counted. Any person sending a Best of Breed
Certificate with no accompanying results shall only have 6 points recorded.
So please, send in your full results!
7. Closing date will be 14th July each year.

Kiai Memorial Trophy Rules
Sponsored by the HVCNSW Inc. in memory of Ch Aranyoz Gyors
Galen AD NRD RRD (‘Kiai’)
1. This competition is open to all main and limited registered Hungarian
Vizslas living in Australia.
2. Owners may submit qualifying scores from ANKC Agility and Jumping
trials conducted between 1st July and 30th June each year.
3. Points are calculated based on time under SCT, and a weighting
applied according to the class entered.
Novice class will be calculated as SCT less course time.
Excellent class will be calculated as SCT less course time x 1.25
Masters and Open class will be calculated as SCT less course time x 1.5.
For example; SCT = 60 secs. Course time = 45 secs.
In Novice class, the score is 60-45 = 15 points
In Masters class the score is (60-45) x 1.5 = 22.5 points, etc.
4. The highest total of points from the 5 best scores are included.
5. Higher scores may replace lower ones.
6. Details giving trial, class, judge, qualifying time, SCT, course length,
owner and dog's name to reach the Pointscore Keeper within one month of
the trial.
7. Closing date will be 14th July each year.

The Nizmo Memorial Trophy Rules
Perpetual shield donated by Anne Salisbury for the Best HVCNSW
Member’s Obedience Dog
1. The competition will be open to Main or Limited Register Hungarian
Vizslas owned by members of the HVCNSW Inc.
2. Members may submit qualifying scores, and the winner will be the dog
with the highest total of three scores from regular obedience classes gained
between 1st July and 30th June each year.
3. Results may be replaced with higher scores throughout the year.
4. In the event of a tie, the count will include the next highest score
submitted.
5. Scores to reach the Pointscore Keeper within one month of the trial.
6. Copies of qualifying certificates will be required from the top scoring
(winning) dog.
7. Closing date will be 14th July each year.

Pointscore Keeper for all these pointscore competitions:
For all pointscore comps, results are to reach the Pointscore Keeper
within one month of the show or trial.
Send to: Karyn Orzeszko, by email: hvcnsw_pointscore@vizsla.org.au
Or by post c/- 586 Mulwaree Drive, Tallong, NSW 2579
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PET INSURANCE

by Callie Devine-Hutchison

Looking at getting Pet Insurance for our loved ones can be a complex maze of overwhelming information and confusing policies.
I took out insurance with Petplan in 2012 when my Vizsla puppy was 4 months of age, which was
later than I wanted because I had trouble deciding which company to use. Unfortunately in that time
my girl swallowed a bird of paradise seed and ended up with a minor blockage… straight to the vets
and luckily she passed the seed. Petplan deemed this as a ‘pre-existing’ condition and excluded
all GIT related conditions including vomiting/diarrhoea from my policy for 12 months. My girl also
developed some puppy dermatitis, which is relatively common however, being none-the-wiser, off to
the vets we went and alas another exclusion for all skin related conditions excluded for 24 months! In
hindsight I should have taken out insurance from day one of having her home to avoid the burden of
‘pre-existing’ conditions on any future policies.
This year I received the renewal letter for Petplan and was shocked to see my premiums increase from $49.95/month to
$75.19/month, which is an additional $302.88 per annum. Excess charges also increased from $125 to $150 per claim
however, reimbursement remains the best out of all the insurance companies at 100%. I began researching the various
options again to make sure I was getting the best value for money.
So how do you find the best insurance policy for your Vizsla?
Basically there are two major underwriters for all pet insurance companies in Australia; Allianz (Petplan) and Hollard (everyone
else). Until recently Petplan offered the most comprehensive cover for dogs however, in 2014 The Hollard Insurance Company
had an overhaul of their policies, with many improvements made across their range of providers, making them more competitive
and inline with the type of cover offered by Petplan. Hollard now state that chronic conditions will be covered for life, up to
the annual benefit limit each year, with no sub-limits on conditions except tick paralysis (Prosure has a sub-limit on cruciate
ligament claims) and pre-existing conditions can be reviewed after 18 months and if no signs or symptoms have occurred in
that time then they may be removed from the policy. Previously this level of cover could only be found through Petplan, which
were the reasons they were a superior provider.
I decided to create a comparison table of the various quotes received across six popular pet insurance providers, based on
my two and a half year old de-sexed female Vizsla. Please note that some providers listed below allow you to select nil or
higher levels of excess to alter the premiums, therefore the figures provided in this table may vary with select options and of
course per individual dog. In the end I changed from Petplan to Bow Wow Meow after hearing and reading good reviews on
their customer service and relatively hassle free claims service.

Top Tips & Reminders:
Each pet insurance company varies with what they offer so it is important to read the PDS carefully before committing.
Remember there is generally a waiting period of up to 30 days before you can make a claim for illness related conditions.
If switching from another insurance provider it is worthwhile ensuring the policies overlap and you do not cancel your
previous policy until having served the new waiting period.
Petplan cover 100% of the vet bill up to the dogs 8th birthday and then the percentage of reimbursement lowers considerably
to 80% and to a further 65% for seniors 10 years and over, plus excess charges.
Petplan also includes cover in third party liability, death from illness & injury, boarding fees, advertising & reward for a lost
or stolen pet, holiday cancellation, emergency repatriation and quarantine expenses, which may or may not be useful to
some owners.
Most providers offer discounts of up to 10% off per additional dog you add to a policy, so it is worthwhile remaining with
the same insurer for multi-dog households if you are happy with them.
If you have private health insurance (for humans) have a look if they offer pet insurance as many such as Medibank private,
HCF and Bupa for example will offer 10% discount for existing customers.
Take out pet insurance from the day you bring your puppy or dog home to avoid any pre-existing conditions being excluded
on the policy.
Many providers will not allow insurance for illness to be commenced after a dog reaches a certain age, so for owners with
older dogs considering getting insurance it’s important to keep this in mind.
All pet insurance providers now offer the option to waive pre-existing conditions from a policy provided the dog has not
shown any signs and/or symptoms of the condition within the timeframe outlined by the provider.
All providers now cover chronic conditions for the life of the pet up to the annual benefit limit each year.
continued 
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Excess

$65.93 $791.16 $150 (<8 years) 100% (<8 years) $10,000 No

$75.19 $902.28 $150 (<8 years) 100% (<8 years) $15,000 No

$80.54 $966.48 $150 (<8 years) 100% (<8 years) $20,000 No

Classic 1

Classic 2

Ultimate

$15,145 Yes

80%

$47.70 $572.37 Nil

Major

$15,000 No

$15,000 Yes

$12,000 No

$14,500 Yes

$12,500 No

$12,000 Yes

80%

80%

80%

80%

$1,200

No

No

No

Up to annual limit No

Up to annual limit No

*Up to annual limit $4,000

*Up to annual limit $2,000

*Up to annual limit $2,000

*Up to annual limit No

*Up to annual limit No

*Up to annual limit No

*Up to annual limit No

No

No

*Up to annual limit No

*Up to annual limit No

*Up to annual limit No

$2,000 $4,000
No

Complimentary
Therapy

*Up to annual limit No

$1,000 $3,000

No

No

No

No

Cruciate
Dental Ligament

Up to annual limit No

$1,200

$1,000

$1,200

$1,000

$1,000

$500

$1,000

$12,000 Optional $1,000

$11,000 Yes

$1,000

Routine
Cover
Tick Paralysis

$11,000 No

Annual
Limit

Comprehensive $39.78 $477.37 Nil

$59.46 $706.32 $100

$41.59 $491.93 $100

Silver

Gold

$61.24 $734.89 Nil

Platinum

$51.24 $614.89 Nil

Gold

80%

80%

$31.25 $374.98 $500

Major

80%

75%

% Covered

80%

$54.94 $659.32 Nil

$50.54 $606.42 Nil

Annual

Comprehensive $44.27 $531.19 $100

Ultimate

Economy

Per
Cover Options Month

*Prices based on quotes received 1st Feburary 2015

Petplan

Pet
Insurance
Australia

Medibank

Prosure

Bow Wow
Meow

RSPCA

Provider

by Callie

PET INSURANCE COMPARISON TABLE

Entries for both shows close Friday October 2, 2015

HUNGARIAN VIZSLA CLUB OF VICTORIA Inc.
[Affiliated with Dogs Victoria]

24TH CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW &
2ND AFTERNOON CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW
to be held at the Bulla Exhibition Centre, Uniting Lane, Bulla
on Sunday November 1st, 2015
Judges:
24th Champ Show - Mrs Arja Kroske (Finland)
Breed Classes & General Specials, Parade Of Veterans

2nd Afternoon Championship Show - Mrs Elizabeth Smith (Vic)
Breed Classes & General Specials, Special Classes
24th Champ Show
Mrs Arja Kroske (Finland)
Judging Time: 12:30pm

!

2nd PM Champ Show
Mrs Elizabeth Smith (Vic)
Judging Time: 30 minutes after
conclusion of 24th Champ Show - not
before 3:00pm

GARIAN VIZSLA CLUB OF VICTORIA INC

!

Is pleased to announce

TWO CHAMPIONSHIP
SHOWS
Entry fee per class per show:
Breed Classes

!
!

Catalogue:

!

!

!

THE HUNGARIAN VIZSLA
CLUB OF VICTORIA
INC OF VI
THE HUNGARIAN
VIZSLA CLUB
[Affiliated with Dogs Victoria]

[Affiliated with Dogs Victoria]
$11 Breed Classes
Members
$11
$16
$16
Non-members
Is pleased to announce
Is pleased to announce
$7 Baby Puppies		
$7

Members
d at the Bulla Exhibition Centre, Uniting Lane, Bulla on Non-members
Baby Puppies		

nd NOVEMBER,
Other2classes:
SUNDAY

!

1,2,3,4,5,10,11 & 12
1a,2a,3a,4a,5a,10a,11a &12a
Open Neuter Class 18 & 18a

1,2,3,4,5,10,11 & 12
1a,2a,3a,4a,5a,10a,11a & 12a
Open Neuter Class 18 & 18a
Veterans Parade

Classes
to with
be judged:
[Affiliated
Dogs Victoria]

TWO CHAMPIONSHIP
SHOWS
TWO
CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW

Veterans Parade
2014

!
!

No charge - please supply information on the dog with entry
To be held at the Bulla Exhibition
Uniting
Bulla on
To be Centre,
held at the
BullaLane,
Exhibition
Centre, Uniting La
To be held following breed classes before general specials
Pay with entries

$4

Available

$20

SUNDAY

Mrs Shelly Spencer Marx [USA] (AM)
Advertising:

nd NOVEMBER,
with entriesSUNDAY
$4
2Pay
20142nd

!
NOVEMBER, 2014
!

JUDGES:
MrsforShelly
Spencer
Marx
[USA]
(AM) Marx
Special prizes:
Gr Ch
Graebrook
Dzina
Mzooni
Memorial
Memorial Trophy
Mr Michael
Looby [VIC]Napkelti
(PM)Vadasz Elod
JUDGES:
Mrs
Shelly
Spencer

!

CLASSES FOR DOGS (AM/PM)
CLASSES FOR BITCHES (AM/PM)
OPEN NEUTER CLASS (AM/PM)
VETERANS PARARDE (AM)
Entries to be accompanied

!

SPECIALbyCLASSES
fees can(PM)
be sent to:

Trophy for BIS
BIS
Trophy and sash for all In Show awards.
AB Trophy for Australian Bred In Show
Trophy list incomplete
sash11
for 12
all In Show awards
1 Trophy
2 3 4 and
5 10
(refer to catalogue for full details)
Trophy list incomplete
Hungarian
Vizslas
FOR DOGS
(AM/PM)
1 2FOR
3 4DOGS
5 at
10
11 12
1a (refer
2a 3a
4a
5a 10a
11a
12a CLASSES
Presentation
ofCLASSES
trophies
ringside
to catalogue
for full
details)
Hungarian
Vizslas
(AM/PM)
conclusion of judging.
Presentation of trophies ringside, followed by
CLASSES FOR BITCHES (AM/PM)
1a FOR
2a 3a
4a 5a(AM/PM)
10a 11a
18 18a
CLASSES
BITCHES
afternoon tea for exhibitors.
Please bring a plate of finger food.OPEN NEUTER CLASS (AM/PM)
18a CLASS (AM/PM)
OPEN 18
NEUTER

Mr Michael Looby Mr
[VIC]
(PM) Looby [VIC] (P
Michael

!

!

1 2 3

12a
1a 2a

18 18

PARARDE
(AM) Victoria
The Show Secretary, Mr C Wills, 9 VETERANS
Almay Grove,
Heidelberg,
3084PARARDE (AM)
VETERANS

Parent
Progeny
(min
progeny)
Ph 03and
9455
3324 (no
calls2after
9pm)

!

!

SPECIAL CLASSES (PM)
Parent
and (PM)
Progeny (min 2 progeny
SPECIAL
CLASSES
Parent
Or may be lodged online via: http://www.easydogentries.com

d in July on www.hvcv.com. EntriesCheques
will close
on 10 October
2014 Hungarian Vizsla Club of Victoria Inc.
to be made
payable
to: The
to be
published
in
July
on www.hvcv.com.
Entries
will
close on 10 October
2014
Schedules
to be published in
July on
www.hvcv.com.
Entries
wil
tact The Show Secretary, Mr C Wills, 9 AlmaySchedules
Grove, Heidelberg
Victoria
3084
For
morewill
information
pleaseFor
contact
The
Show
Secretary,
Mr CbeWills,
9Show
Almay
Grove, Heidelberg
Victor
Entries
not
be
accepted
without
fees.
Late
entries
will
not
accepted.
more
information
please
contact
The
Secretary,
Mr
C
Wills,
9 Alm
ph 03 9455 3324 (no calls after 9pm)
ph 03 9455 3324 (no calls after 9pm)
Exhibit numbers: a stamped self-addressed envelope must be included
with entries.
ph 03 9455
3324 (no calls after 9pm)

Sponsors:

!
30

!

!

!

! !

!

!
!
!

!
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Hi Ros,

Thanks again for a great edition of Vizsla Views. I hope Carmen is now in a place where there are loads
of Vizslas to keep her company. Thank you for the lovely words. May the sun always shine on Carol &
Paul, Roger & Zippy.
I note that the cover of the “Dogs NSW” journal does mention Elegant, Athletic, and Intelligent. We note
that it omits, stubborn, determined, funny, and “pathetically woosie”!
NBZ is currently on Baz’s lap, under
a “blanky” whilst Baz listens to music
after dinner. As it is blustery and very
cool outside, Muti is thus curled up on
her beanbag, under another “blanky.”
I’ve attached a photo I took of Muti a
few weeks ago – she didn’t quite get
the “get under the blanket” thing quite
right!
Warm regards,
Julia
(Hi Julia, make sure you read the latest update on Zippy in the rehome section.)

Hi Ros,
I am a newish member, having been joined up by Isobel Quinn when acquiring
one of her puppies. My pup is now six months old, very active and heaps of
fun. She is my first Vizsla and so far I am convinced I chose the right breed
for what I want to pursue with my next dog. My other dog is a seven year old
Border Terrier, Dual Ch (T) Neut Ch TS Grand CH Tuckmill Tawny Frogmouth
CCD RE. I guess you can see by her name that I like to get out and do things
with my dog, even a terrier! Amber has been in two tracking trials since she
turned six months, passing both levels, with a Very Good grading. I am not
saying this to brag, just to let you know that I will give Amber every opportunity
to shine, which I think she will in time.
Thanks for a really informative Newsletter.
Regards,
Marg Moloney
Amber certainly has had the opportunity to shine! Just a short time later, Marg
emailed another result for Amber - she had her third Tracking pass for her TD title,
which she gained at the tender age of just 6½ months of age. Congratulations
Marg - we look forward to hearing of more of Amber's accomplishments!

Hi Ros,
Maxi and I had a successful driving trip from Coffs Harbour to Canberra and back last week.
We stayed at the Walu Caravan park in Budgewoi on the central coast, which is pet friendly and officially allows your dog
inside the cabins. The cabin I stayed in was clean and well appointed + a leash free dog beach was about 3 to 4kms away.
And they took overnight bookings even though it was the school holidays. ( winter)
I would recommend it to anyone travelling with dogs.
Regards
Barry and Maxi
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CARSICKNESS TIPS
Hello Ros,
Just thought I’d drop you a line & let you know, if you think it’s suitable for the newsletter, that we’ve solved the car sickness
issue! Nyamazun, at nearly 8, is still very, very cautious around the car, but we can now get him 40km without chucking.
When he was younger it was 500m! Poor NBZ, we had just stopped going in the car to visit other beaches, State Parks for
walks etc. Previous V’s have loved the car so we went all sorts of places & to friends for lunch etc. with them. Not so the last
8 years! Mind you, we’ve also lucked in and found neighbours that love the dogs, and babysit so we don’t have to take them
when we go out for the day – so NBZ has been able to avoid car trips more easily and saved me from persisting with more
& more options to try & help him.
On a Facebook Vizsla chat recently someone recommended ginger snaps, and I meant to go to the shops to have some
on hand for when we next travelled. Of course I forgot, and just before getting in the car to go for over an hour’s trip, I
remembered. Oh bother. Bugger, bugger, bugger. Then I remembered we had some fresh ginger, grated, and frozen for stirfrys. I grabbed 2 little bits, fed them to NBZ & jumped in the car, with spares for the way home. Bingo. No chucking!!! Happy
days! He just licked the bits off my hand, looked at me as if to say “different, not necessarily yucky” and then licked my hand
again to make sure he got it all! Yay! Wish we’d found this years ago!
The ginger also stopped him drooling. Previously, even if he didn’t chuck for short trips, he was so fearful of the car that when
he was in the back of the station wagon, the back seat was sopping with drool. Happy to have a dry car, and a non-chucking
dog!
Enjoy your Sunday.
Julia
Good tip Julia. We've had the car sickness curse in our house too. Lily is much better than when she was a puppy, but
more recently she's been reluctant once again to get into the car. We've been spraying the back of the car with Adaptil
Spray, the same product that is now used in diffusers in many vet waiting rooms. I think it's made quite a difference to
Lily's comfort with the car. I've included some more information from the published product description below.
ADAPTIL (D.A.P.) Dog Appeasing Pheromone Spray (20ml) helps stop or prevent fear and stress-related
behavior in puppies and adult dogs that result in: destructive behavior, excessive vocalization (barking,
whining, etc.), house soiling, excessive licking, anxiety. D.A.P.™ helps comfort the puppies and adult dog
in stressful situations such as: introduction to visitors or strangers, visits to the veterinarian, moving to new
homes, adoption, novel and unpredictable situations leading to phobic reactions.
Adaptil Spray can be sprayed directly on bedding, inside crates, indoor kennels, or in the car.
How to use Adaptil Spray? It is a convenient formulation for intermittent use. Spray 8 to 10 pumps of Adaptil 15 minutes
prior to expected effects and before the dog is introduced into the environment (car, carrier, kennel etc…). Effects should last
approximately 4-5 hours, although each animal will respond differently. Renew application after this time or if you notice a
reduced effect. Adaptil Spray should not be directly sprayed on animals or near an animal’s face.
In mammals, lactating females release substances called "appeasing pheromones" the function of which is to reassure
the offspring. Canine "appeasing pheromones" are secreted by the sebaceous glands of the intermammary sulcus in the
lactating bitch. These pheromones calm the puppy during times of stress and provide reassurance, particularly in unknown
environments and when encountering novel experiences.
Research has shown that the reassuring properties of these pheromones persist even into adult age. D.A.P.™ (Dog Appeasing
Pheromone) reproduces the properties of the natural "appeasing pheromones" of the bitch.)
Information on Adaptil diffusers and collars is available on the product page at http://www.adaptil.com/au/Adaptil-Where-tobuy/Adaptil-product-range

HEALTH SURVEY
Due to personal health reasons, Karyn is still fine tuning the information collected in our survey. She hopes it is not too far
away - we all just hope she's 100% well again soon.
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BAYVIEW PICNIC

Photos by Rosalind Le Bas Walker

Bayview always gets people together. We meet once a year, but we don't openly talk about our unusual 'social secret'. That 'secret'
that means we will travel long distances on a winter's morning, hoping for great weather, to spend just a few hours together,
watching our dogs play with other dogs that look like them, act like them and make us smile.
Ssshhhh , don't tell anyone - well, we rarely give full details of our activity on that day to our friends and family do we? Someone
confided to me on that picturesque sandy point, that they had been asked by work colleagues what they were doing for the
weekend. 'oh, just going to Sydney ...' No details supplied... after all, I guess that most of our work colleagues already acquire a
blank glazed expression as we talk about our dogs, don't they?
So once again, we all gathered, strangers mostly, catching up once a year and sometimes feeling like we've known each other forever,
drawn together by a desire to see more of those beautiful golden dogs racing back and forth on the sand, against the magnificent
marina backdrop. Oh, and to find someone who does not get that glazed expression, but joins in with gusto in the dog talk.
Some were new - with new puppies. We hope that they are hooked too. Some had been before - 'pre-Vizsla' - to find out more about
the breed. And now they are back - with their own russet family member to add to the mix. Some are such regulars that they even know
about Lily's 'who do you love?' trick... and show it to other people. It seemed every time I glanced around to check on her, she was
sitting politely in front of whoever was sharing treats, ready to throw her 'arm' around any dog or person who sat next to her.
Thanks to everyone who came along. Everyone was smiling, everyone was enjoying their dogs and other people's dogs. The
Bayview dog park 'regulars' were all asking 'is there a Vizsla thing on'. Well, they won't get that many beautiful red dogs on a normal
day, so I hope they made the most of it. I'm sure we'll all see each other there again next year, sharing our annual 'social secret'.
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FINAL SCORES FOR POINTSCORE COMPETITIONS
running 1st July 2014 to 30th June 2015

Competitions open to all Hungarian Vizslas in Australia

ROZSDA CATHARINA MEMORIAL TROPHY
WINNERS 2014-2015
Congratulations to Lois and Cinnamon Clark and 'Kaos', Ch Graebrook
Kausin Kaos and to Julie & Craig Wills and 'Belle', Ch Graebrook
Shushienae ET for winning the Best Dog and Best Bitch respectively, in the
Rozsda Catharina Memorial Trophy pointscore competition for 2014-2015.
This is the fourth consecutive year for Belle, and the second for Kaos, and this
is a repeat of last year for the 'mother/son' winning pair.

Kaos

Rozsda Catharina (‘Caddy’) was bred and owned by Drs Rob and Amanda
Auricht of South Australia. Following the loss of Caddy at a young age, the
Aurichts offered a memorial trophy in her name for conformation exhibits.
The Rozsda Catharina Memorial Trophy has been awarded annually since
1990/1991 for Best Dog and Best Bitch in Australia. The Aurichts sponsored
this pointscore competition for 19 years, and the trophy is now sponsored by
the HVCNSW Inc.

Belle

DOGS
Ch Graebrook Kausin Kaos

Graebrook Kennels

8 + 8 + 15 + 8 + 8 + 8 + 9 + 25 + 8+ 8 =

105

Sup Ch Graebrook Lord Ofscandal

Graebrook Kennels

19 + 8 + 7 + 7 + 11 + 11 + 10 + 10 + 8 =

91

Ch Hanafor Alspice Winchester

C Wittick

7 + 7 + 7 + 7 + 7 + 7 + 10 + 7 + 9 + 8 =

76

Ch Hanafor Magdari Denzel

F Harris

9+6+6+6+7+8+8+7+7+7=

71

Ch RiversbyBaisel Banjo CCD

I Roos

Ch Shaunuff Qanda

J Shaw

Ch Shaunuff Night Fever

D Winch & P Johnson

6+6+6+6+6+7+6=

43

8+7+7+8+7=

37

8 + 13 =

21

9 + 10 + 11 + 9 + 22 + 9 + 15 + 25 + 9 + 9 =

128

BITCHES
Gr Ch Graebrook Shushienae ET

J & C Wills

Ch Hanafor Alspice Wroxton

F Harris & B Stading

Ch Shaunuff Que Sera Sera

D Winch & P Johnson

Ch Roughshoot Declaration (ai) (Imp UK)

F Harris

Shaunuff Oopsy Daisy

D Winch & P Johnson

Graebrook Voodoo Child

R Gowers

Graebrook Single White Female

Graebrook Kennels

Minnie

9 + 9 + 10 + 11 + 10 + 9 + 9 + 9 + 11 + 9 =

96

9 + 8 + 10 + 25 =

52

8+8+6+6=

28

10 + 9 =

19

6+6=

12

8=

8

The HVCNSW Inc.

KIAI MEMORIAL AGILITY TROPHY WINNER 2014-15
in memory of Ch. Aranyoz Gyors Galen A.D., N.R.D., R.R.D. (‘Kiai’)

"Kiai" was the first agility titled Hungarian Vizsla in Australia. He was bred by
Warren and Kerry McKay (Queensland), and owned by Michelle Auld and John
Taylor in New South Wales. The Kiai Memorial Agility Trophy has been awarded
annually since 2000/2001, with the HVCNSW Inc. sponsoring the trophy from
2005/2006.
Congratulations to Rose Hey and ‘Minnie’, Ag Ch 600 Vizamy Honey Baby
Minnie CD RN ADM ADO JDM2 JDO SPDM GDX SDX on winning the Kiai Memorial
Agility Trophy for 2014-15. This is their third consecutive year as winner of this
competition.
Ag Ch 600 Vizamy Honey Babe Minnie CD RN ADM ADO JDM2 JDO
SPDM GDM SDX

T & R Hey

31.97 + 36.54 + 37.65 + 35.39 + 34.55 =

176.10

Vizamy Honey Wood Mximus ADM JDM JDO GDX SPDM SDM

T & R Hey

35.30 + 23.34 + 21.06 + 29.43 + 29.27 =

138.40

Vizamy Honey Bear Brandy ADM ADO JDM JDO SPDM GDX SDX

T & R Hey

29.07 + 16.86 + 19.22 + 22.62 + 22.95 =

110.72

Ag Ch 600 Vizamy Irish Mist ADM ADO3 JDM3 JDO SPDM GDX SDM

T & R Hey

10.40 + 11.16 + 13.70 + 16.61 + 27.17 =

79.04
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Competitions open to HVCNSW members only
The HVCNSW Inc Obedience Pointscore

NIZMO MEMORIAL TROPHY WINNER 2014-2015
Perpetual Shield donated by Anne Salisbury for the top trialling Vizsla

Commenced in 2004/5 in memory of Dual Ch Weitwood Gold Nizmo [O], Australia's first
Ch & Obedience Champion Hungarian Vizsla. At that time, Obedience Champion also
required the dog to gain his TDX Tracking title.
Congratulations to Magda Smyth and ‘Nalu’, Bokezu Te Poro Timeteo CDX on
winning the Nizmo Memorial Trophy.

Nalu

Bokezu Te Poro Timeteo CDX

M Smyth

186 + 189 + 195 =

570

Gr Ch Hanafor Barett Bailey CDX

C Wittick

185 =

185

POINTSCORE COMPETITIONS
Progressive scores received to 01.06.2015

For all comps, results are to reach the Pointscore Keeper within one month of the show or trial.
Send to: Karyn Orzeszko, by email: hvcnsw_pointscore@vizsla.org.au
Or by post c/- 586 Mulwaree Drive, Tallong NSW 2579

Competitions open to all Hungarian Vizslas in Australia
Competitions running 1st January, 2015 - 31st December, 2015

HANAFOR FIELD TRIAL TROPHY
donated by Faye Harris
No entrants yet.

HANAFOR RETRIEVING TRIAL TROPHY
donated by Faye Harris
No entrants yet.

Competitions open to HVCNSW members only
Competition running 1st January, 2015 - 1st October, 2015
The HVCNSW Inc. Tracking Pointscore

The WICK MEMORIAL TROPHY
donated by Jo Carter for the top tracking Vizsla
Tanashka Vadosz Amber TD

2015 TITLE
PLAQUES
If your Vizsla has achieved an ANKC recognised title in the
past year, and you would like a HVC NSW plaque which
acknowledges that achievement, please ensure that you
forward a copy of your Title Certificate (as supplied by
your state canine registering body - eg DogsNSW) to Ros
as soon as possible, and no later than October 1st.
VIZSLA VIEWS | MAY | JUN 15

M Moloney

3+1+3=

7

Litter Notification
ZISUNKA
Adrian & Karen Owen, 0419 276 794
Whelped 12.07.2015 | 7 dogs 3 bitches
Sire: Ch Tanashka Magus Krakajak
AVA Hip Score - 0:1 | Elbow Score - 0:0
Dam: Ch Hungargunn Dances With Wolves
(Whelped 14.03.08 | Total No Puppies: 29)
AVA Hip Score - 4:7
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SHOW, OBEDIENCE & AGILITY RESULTS
Please take care with your information. When sending results to the editor for publication please send within one
month of the date of the event and include:
Your dog’s registered name
Date of show
Affiliate’s correct name
Judge’s name (and State if possible)
Show Results: As above plus (at least) Challenge (with points and BOB points separately) and Best of Breed
Obedience & Agility Results etc: As above plus class, score, placing if applicable (NQ results will not normally
be published) and SCT for agility results. Other than for Capital State Royals and Specialties, only results of
Thanks,
exhibits where all registered owners are members of the HVCNSW Inc. will be published.

NEW SOUTH WALES

Ros

Burnie & District Kennel Club

Newcastle & Merewether Combined Canine Club

27.06.15 - Judge: Mrs J Egan (SA)
Kenoz Rozse Gold (Hallam)
Ch Hanafor Magdari Denzel (Harris)
Kenoz Rockstar Blues (Hallam)

RUBOB
DCC (7)
06.06.15 - Judge AM: Mrs N Harris
RDCC
Minor Puppy Bitch
1st Tanashka Nemes Ilka (Barnard) RBCC | Minor Puppy In Group Burnie & Dist KC
Judge PM: Miss I Rose
28.06.15 - Judge: Mrs V Carter (SA)
Minor Puppy Bitch
DCC (6)
Ch Hanafor Magdari Denzel (Harris)
BCC (7) RUBOB
1st Tanashka Nemes Ilka (Barnard)
Working Dog Club of Tasmania
Brisbane Waters Legacy Dog Club
04.07.15 - Judge: Ms K Santas (NSW)
14.06.15 - Judge: Mrs R Mackintosh
Ch Hanafor Magdari Denzel (Harris)
DCC BOB(6/7)
BCC (6)
Kenoz Rockstar Bohemian (ai) (Cameron)
Minor Puppy Bitch
1st Tanashka Nemes Ilka (Barnard)
BCC BOB (6)
The Classic Dog Show
Minor Puppy In Group
11.07.15 - Judge: Mrs E Job (Tas)
Ch Hanafor Magdari Denzel (Harris)
DCC BOB (7/11)
Australian Bred In Group
RDCC
Kenoz Rockstar Blues (Hallam)
ACT Ladies Kennel Club Inc

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY

06.06.15 - Judge: Mr J Black (Vic)
Australian Bred Dog
DCC BOB (7/9)
1st Ch Gamecall Emerge (Hine)
Runner Up Best in Group | Australian Bred In Show
Open Dog
1st Kenoz Cosmic Chaos (Butler)
RDCC
Baby Puppy Bitch
1st Gamecall Tayke Another Breath(ai) (Hine)
Junior Bitch
1st Gamecall Storiebook (Hine)
BCC (7) RUBOB
2nd Ch Kenoz Totoka Tornando (Butler)
RBCC
07.06.15 - Judge: Mrs R Hartmire (Qld)
Australian Bred Dog
DCC BOB (6/7)
1st Ch Gamecall Emerge (Hine)
Baby Puppy Bitch
1st Gamecall Tayke Another Breath(ai) (Hine) Baby Puppy In Group
Junior Bitch
1st Gamecall Storiebook (Hine)
BCC (6) RUBOB
3-6 month Sweepstakes Judge: Mr J Black (Vic)
1st Gamecall Tayke Another Breath(AI) (Hine)

VICTORIA
Shepparton & DKC
12.07.15 - Judge: Mr G. Gaut (V)
Hanafor The Enforcer (AI) (Harris/Stading)

DCC(6) RUBOB
Minor Puppy in Group
MINOR PUPPY IN SHOW (GSJ: Mrs. B. Doyle (V))
Ch Hanafor Alspice Wroxton (Harris/Stading)
BCC BOB(6/7)

RATG
NEW SOUTH WALES
Illawarra Dog Training Club
05.07.15 - Judge: Ms P Lyons (NSW)
Novice
2nd Ch Graebrook Witchcraft (Taylor)

89 points

AGILITY

08.06.15 - Judge: Mrs L Black (Vic)
Australian Bred Dog
DCC BOB (6/7)
1st Ch Gamecall Emerge (Hine)
Baby Puppy Bitch
1st Gamecall Tayke Another Breath(ai) (Hine) Baby Puppy In Group
Cessnock Dog Training Club
Junior Bitch
SCT 44sec
1st Gamecall Storiebook (Hine)
BCC (6) RUBOB 09.05.15 - Open Jumping Judge: L Davis
10th Vizamy Honey Wood Mximus ADM JDM JDO GDX SPDM
SDX (Hey)
41.33sec
Ag Ch 600 Vizamy Honey Babe Minnie CD RN ADO ADM JDM2
JDO SPDM SDM GDM (Hey)
41.36sec
Kennel Club Tasmania (South)

NEW SOUTH WALES

TASMANIA

23.05.15 - Judge: Mrs J Keenan (Vic)
Ch Hanafor Magdari Denzel (Harris)
Ch Russetglen Once Upon a Time (Cameron)
Kenoz Rockstar Bohemian (ai) (Cameron)

DCC BOB (7/8)
RDCC
BCC (6)
continued
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Pt Macquarie - Hastings Kennel & Obedience Club

ACT Companion Dog Club

SCT 62sec 20.06.15 - AM Open Judge: Mr Damian Bourne (NSW)
16.05.15 - Masters Agility Judge: M Vigor
178 pts
1st Ag Ch 600 Vizamy Honey Babe Minnie CD RN ADO ADM
1st Bokezu Te Poro Timeteo CD (Smyth)
JDM2 JDO SPDM SDM GDM (Hey)
50.24sec
PM Open Judge: Ms Judy Van Der Vegt (NSW)
180 pts
Masters Snooker Judge: M Vigor
SCT 78sec 1st Bokezu Te Poro Timeteo CD (Smyth)
1st Vizamy Honey Wood Mximus ADM JDM JDO GDX SPDM
SDX (Hey)
7.38sec 47 points

TRACKING

Dogs NSW Northern Coastal

19.06.15 - Masters Agility Judge: A Schmidt S
CT 57sec
1st Vizamy Honey Wood Mximus ADM JDM JDO GDX SPDM
51.34sec
SDX (Hey)
All Breeds Tracking Club
2nd Ag Ch 600 Vizamy Honey Babe Minnie CD RN ADO ADM
56.99sec 09.05.15 - Judge: Jody Brown (QLD)
JDM2 JDO SPDM SDM GDM (Hey)
TD8 Pass
Open Agility Judge: T Griffin
SCT 63sec Ch Graebrook Magic Spell TDX (Knox)
5th Ag Ch 600 Vizamy Honey Babe Minnie CD RN ADO ADM
Clarence Dog Sports Tracking & Track & Search
JDM2 JDO SPDM SDM GDM (Hey)
39.41sec
26.06.15 - Judge: Deb Lamprecht
20.06.15 - Open Agility Judge: T Griffin
SCT 68sec
TSD 7 Good
Dual Ch (T) Hanafor The Xtrovert TSDX (Knox)
th
6 Ag Ch 600 Vizamy Honey Babe Minnie CD RN ADO ADM
TSD 1 Good
Dual Ch (T) Graebrook Magic Spell (Knox)
44.97sec
JDM2 JDO SPDM SDM GDM (Hey)
Masters Jumping Judge: T Griffin
SCT 44sec Newcastle All Breeds DTC Inc

NEW SOUTH WALES

3rd Vizamy Honey Wood Mximus ADM JDM JDO GDX SPDM
19.07.15 - Judge: Tiki Friezer (NSW)
43.61sec Dual Ch (T) Kimlise Nara CDX RA NRA ORA (Vale)
SDX (Hey)
21.06.15 Masters Agility Judge: T Griffin
SCT 60sec
3rd Ag Ch 600 Vizamy Honey Babe Minnie CD RN ADO ADM
JDM2 JDO SPDM SDM GDM (Hey)
48.35sec

TSD 3 Excellent

VICTORIA

Golden Retriever Club of Victoria
SCT 65sec
Open Agility Judge: J Caulton
25.05.15 - Judge: Gary Fainges (Vic)
6th Ag Ch 600 Vizamy Honey Babe Minnie CD RN ADO ADM
JDM2 JDO SPDM SDM GDM (Hey)
54.72sec Tanashka Vadosz Amber (Moloney)
25.05.15 - Judge: Helen Den Hartog (Vic)
Central Coast Dog Obedience Training Club Masters
Tanashka Vadosz Amber (Moloney)
28.06.15 - Jumping Judge: J Van Der Vegt
SCT 47sec
German Shepherd Dog Club of Victoria
8th Vizamy Honey Wood Mximus ADM JDM JDO GDX SPDM
SDX (Hey)
42.64sec 07.06.26 - Judge: Dawn Howard (Vic)
Tanashka Vadosz Amber (Moloney)
Agility Dog Club of NSW

TD 1 Very Good
TD 2 Pass

TD 3 Very Good

TASMANIA

11.07.15 - Masters Agility Judge: J Taylor
SCT 60sec
1st Ag Ch 600 Vizamy Honey Babe Minnie CD RN ADO ADM
JDM2 JDO SPDM SDM GDM (Hey)
49.49sec Tasmanian Dog Training Club
06.06.15 - Judge: Mrs L Klecka (Vic)
Kenoz Rockstar Blues (Hallam)
Kenoz Rockstar Masterpiece (Austin)
Ch Kenoz Cosmic Star (Austin)
Kenoz Skylar White (Austin)

OBEDIENCE
QUEENSLAND

TD1 Pass
TD 1 Pass
TD 2 Very Good
TD 2 Pass

Gundog Club of Tasmania

Logan All Breeds Dog Obedience Club Inc

22.06.15 - Judge: Mr G Fainges (Vic)
Kenoz Rozse Gold (Hallam)
174 points Kenoz Rockstar Masterpiece (Austin)
Kenoz Rockstar Blues (Hallam)
Ch Kenoz Cosmic Star (Austin)
Kenoz Skyler White (Austin)

23.05.2015 - Novice Judge: Mrs C. Fisher
Ciganyoz Once Upon a Time (ai) (Lungren)

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY
ACTEW Royal Canberra Show
09.05.15 - Open Judge: Mrs D Hollett (NSW)
1st Bokezu Te Poro Timeteo CD (Smyth)

TD 1 Good
TD 2 Very Good
TD 2 Good
TD 3 Very Good
TD 3 Good

Hobart Canine Obedience Club Inc
183pts 04.07.15 - Judge: Mrs D Chrystal (Vic)
Kenoz Rozse Gold (Hallam)

TD 2 Good

Like our Facebook page to find more out about our club and receive
updates including upcoming events, rescues and re-homes.

www.facebook.com/HungarianVizslaClubOfNSW
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STUD DOGs listings
All new stud dog advertisers will be required to supply a copy of their AVA Hip Score Certificate for Stud Dog listing.
Please note that conditions may apply to the use of these dogs for stud. Contact owners for full details and
information on these dogs.

CH RUSSETGLEN ONCE UPON A TIME

CH HANAFOR MAGDARI DENZEL

Sire: Kenoz Natway Ochre
Dam: Ch Harlmor Bellisma

Sire: Ch Tanashka Mestemu Darius
Dam: Hanafor Cafefi Maggie

Whelped: 14.04.2012 Hip Score: 2:2 Elbow Score: 0:0

Whelped: 02.02.2012 Hip Score: 1:0

Christopher Cameron

Faye Harris

HOBART TAS 7000
P: 0422 842 553
E: chrislcameron@gmail.com

PERTH TAS 7300
P: 03 6398 1621
E: wildwoodbrumby@bigpond.com

CH RUSSETGLEN THE ARCHER (AI)

KENOZ NATWAY OCHRE

Sire: Am Gr Ch/ Ch Ciganyoz Key Largo CCD (ai)
Dam: Kenoz Lyger Amethyst

Sire: Sup Ch Hanabrit Ponting The Way
Dam: Dallandor Natalia At Kenazorora

Whelped: 18.03.2013 Hip Score: 0:0

Whelped: 20.07.2008 Hip Score: 3:1

Laura Adkins

Felicity Jones

NOOSAVILLE BC QLD 4566
P: 0754710893
E: robertlaura2005@bigpond.com

KAROOLA TAS 7267
P: 0363319405
E: felicity_lou@hotmail.com

JASPER NEWTON DANIEL (IMP USA)

Dual Ch (T) HANAFOR THE XTROVERT

Sire: Winsong's Firestorm JH
Dam: Firestorm's Genesis

Sire: Sup Ch Hanabrit Ponting The Way
Dam: Kimlise Isobella Ximenex

Whelped: 20.03.2010 Hip Score: 1:2

Whelped: 12.05.2006 Hip Score: 2:1

Nicholas & Kristin Rollison

Tracey Knox

ROZELLE NSW 2040
P: 0401574745
E: nikrollison@gmail.com

SOUTHGATE NSW 2460
P: 02 6644 5957
E: tknox1963@gmail.com

CH ZISUNKA ACE HIGH

Ch HANAFOR ALSPICE WINCHESTER

Sire: Ch Belabartok Always Jethro CD TD ET
Dam: Ch Hungargunn Dances With Wolves

Sire: Ch Belabartok Always Jethro CD TD ET
Dam: Ch Shaunuff High Society

Whelped: 28.09.2010 Hip Score: 3:1 Elbow Score: 0:0

Whelped: 21.02.2013 Hip Score: 1:1

Andrea Robinson

Chris Wittick

TURVEY PARK NSW 2258
P: 0401 499 818
E: andrea.barnard@gmail.com

BLACKBURN VIC 2460
P: 03 9877 4974
E: chriswit44@hotmail.com

Please note - Full Stud Dog Profiles for 2015/16 will be included in the July/August issue of Vizsla Views

VIZSLA VIEWS IN COLOUR*
Get your copy of VIZSLA VIEWS as a full colour PDF by email!
To receive your newsletter electronically, showing Vizslas in all their glorious colour,
email Ros at rosleighton@bigpond.com
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BREEDER listings
DISCLAIMER: The following breeders are merely breeders that are members of the HVC NSW Inc and may have litters for sale.
In providing you with their details, the HVC NSW Inc makes no representations as to the reputation of any breeder or as to the
soundness or suitability of any puppy you may decide to acquire is healthy, sound and meets your requirements. HVC NSW Inc
accepts no responsibility in respect of the information contained on this list or in respect of any puppy that you may decide to
acquire from any breeder on it. All breeders have indicated that they are current members of Dogs NSW or their relevant state
ANKC body, and have agreed to abide by the Dogs NSW or their State body's Regulations, including the Code of Ethics.

ABBIESTAR

HUBERTUS

Michael & Sandra Stuart

Agnes Pali

FRANKSTON VIC 3199

BALWYN NORTH VIC 3104

P: 0407 887 553
W: www.abbiestar.net

P: 03 9431 4621
W: www.hubertus.com.au

BELABARTOK

HANAFOR

Melinda Taylor

Faye Harris

FRENCHS FOREST NSW 2068

PERTH TAS 7300

P: 02 9452 5514
E: minsbiz@bigpond.net.au

P: 03 6398 1621
E: wildwoodbrumby@bigpond.com

KENOZ

&
Barbara Stading

Cathy & Rich Austin

TOOLAMBA VIC 3614

LAUNCESTON TAS 7292

P: 03 5826 5453 (AH only)
W: www.hanafor.com

P: 03 6393 7943
E: cathy_rainbow@hotmail.com

TANASHKA
METROPOLIS

Steve & Isobel Quinn

Robyn Hanney

CAMDEN NSW 2570

WEST PYMBLE NSW 2073

P: 02 4655 8492
E: isobelquinn@internode.on.net

P: 02 9498 4224
E: metropolisvizslas@gmail.com

GRAEBROOK
RUSSETGLEN

Lois & Cinnamon Clark

Laura Bleasdale-Adkins

ARTHURS CREEK VIC 3099

LACKBUTT QLD 4306

P: 03 9714 8456
W: www.graebrook.com.au

P: 07 4163 0187
E: robertlaura2005@bigpond.com

CIGANYOZ
GAMECALL

David & Susan Metcalfe

Sian & John Hine

MORAYFIELD QLD 4506

WALLAGA LAKE NSW 2546

P: 0428 745 830
E: ciganyoz@hotmail.com

P: 02 6493 4412
W: www.gamecallhungarianvizsla.com

WANT A PUPPY?
Not all puppies are created equal! Increase your chances of owning a great dog that will live a long happy life.
Contact the Club's Puppy Registrar for advice and support. Find out what you are getting for your money!
Ros Leighton | hvcnsw_puppies@vizsla.org.au
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Have a look at our

new website!

www.vizsla.org.au
Our website has a fresh new design with beautiful photos of our
members' Vizslas and a layout that is mobile and tablet friendly.
Check back regularly to see "What's On" and updated content for
members as well as people new to the breed.
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